Endovascular Treatment of Intracranial Atherosclerotic Stenosis
Endovaskuläre Behandlung intrakranieller arteriosklerotischer Stenosen
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ABSTRACT
Background Intracranial atherosclerotic stenosis (ICAS) causes 5–10 % of all ischemic strokes in the European population. Indication for endovascular treatment is a special challenge and the selection of material as well as interventional techniques essentially differs from the treatment of extracranial stenoses. According to recent studies patient selection became evidence based; however the method should not be abandoned. New technical approaches can contribute to avoid complications.

Method We performed a review of the literature with regard to conservative as well as endovascular treatment of ICAS. Different technical approaches are discussed and strategies to avoid complications are stressed. Based on the treatment indication, the positions of the authorities and the professional societies are taken into account.

Results and Conclusion A single self-expanding stent is approved for the treatment of ICAS. Balloon mounted and other self-expanding Stents are available for off-label use. Anatomical conditions and features of the stenosis determine the choice of material. Distal wire perforations causing intracranial bleedings may occur during exchange manoeuvres and constitute one of the technical complications in the treatment of ICAS. In contrast, there is hardly any efficient way to eliminate the risk of ischemia in the territory of perforating arteries arising from the intracranial posterior circulation and the middle cerebral artery. The results of the randomized prospective trials strengthen the conservative treatment of ICAS. Endovascular treatment should not be withheld from patients with either hemodynamic stenosis, recurrent ischemic events under best medical treatment in the territory of the stenosed vessel or acute occlusions of a stenosis.

Key Points:
- Medical therapy and risk reduction constitute the primary treatment of intracranial stenosis.
- Recurrence under best medical treatment and acute occlusions of intracranial stenoses are indications for endovascular treatment.
- Acute occlusions due to intracranial stenosis often are treated by stenting and angioplasty after mechanical thrombectomy.
- Exchange manoeuvres with distal wire perforation can cause intracranial hemorrhage.
- Basal ganglia and brain stem ischemia constitute a specific risk in treatment of vessel segments bearing perforators.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Hintergrund Intrakranielle arteriosklerotische Stenosen (ICAS) sind in der europäischen Bevölkerung ursächlich für 5–10 % der zerebralen Ischämien. Die Indikationsstellung zur endovaskulären Therapie stellt eine besondere Herausforderung dar und die Wahl des Materials sowie die Intervention-
Introduction

Stroke is one of the most common causes of disability and need for long-term care and is the second most common cause of death worldwide [1]. Intracranial atherosclerotic stenosis (ICAS) causes 5–10% of all ischemic strokes and transitory ischemic attacks (TIA) in the European population. At up to 40–50%, the rate of symptomatic ICAS is significantly higher in the Asian population and is probably the most common cause of stroke worldwide [2, 3].

The infarct pattern of symptomatic intracranial stenoses is characterized by a particular heterogeneity, since they can lead to both arterio-arterial embolic and hemodynamic as well as perforator ischemia [4, 5]. The latter occur most frequently in stenoses of the M1 segment, the basilar artery and the V4 segment, with ICAS of the anterior vs. posterior circulation leading more frequently to arterio-arterial embolisms (51.8% vs. 34.0%) and less frequently to local branch occlusions (12.3% vs. 40.4%) [6].

The 2-year recurrence risk of an ischemic infarction is 14–19% for ICAS, with most events occurring within the first year [7–9]. In contrast, asymptomatic ICAS with drug therapy is reported to have a significantly lower annual stroke risk of <2% [7].

Conservative (medicinal and lifestyle change) and endovascular therapy procedures as well as endovascular therapeutic approaches [percutaneous balloon angioplasty (PTA) or stent-assisted angioplasty (PTAS)] are available for the treatment of ICAS. In the randomized COSS study in arteriosclerotic-induced intracranial stenoses with hemodynamic relevance, the creation of extra-intracranial bypasses, as successfully established in MoyaMoya disease and in certain disease stages even without alternatives, showed no advantage over drug-conservative treatment in the randomized COSS study [10].

The prospective, non-randomized SSYLVIA study [11] investigated the use of a balloon-mounted stent (NEUROLINK® Guidant Corporation, Santa Clara, CA) in patients with intracranial stenoses of the anterior, intracranial and extracranial stenoses of the posterior circulation. The risk of stroke after stent PTA was 13.9% in the first year (6.6% in the first 30 days and 7.3% after 30 days in the first year). Initial approval studies for PTAS procedures with the self-expanding Wingspan stent (StrykerNeurovascular, Fremont, CA, USA) [12] as well as additional studies [13–15] have shown promising results which could not be confirmed in the controversial multicenter and randomized SAMMPRIS study [16], which was discontinued prematurely because the primary endpoint, stroke after 30 days, was 14.7% in the intervention arm and significantly higher than 5.8% in the conservative arm. Likewise, the multicenter VISSIT study [17], in which the Pharos Vitesse stent (Codman & Shurtleff, Raynham, Massachusetts, USA) had been used, was prematurely terminated due to a significantly higher event rate in the interventional therapy arm (36.2% vs. 15.1% in the conservative arm). The WEAVE study presented at the 2018 International Stroke Conference demonstrated positive results [18]. Prospective, non-randomized patients were included for on-label treatment using the Wingspan stent system; these patients suffered two strokes or more in the region of the stenosed vessel at least seven days previously. The events “stroke or death” occurred in only 2.4% within the first 72 hours, well below the 4% complication rate set by the FDA. The authors attribute these results, which for the first time were positive in favor of endovascular treatment, to the strict inclusion criteria and the greater experience of the participating centers compared to other studies; criticisms include the lack of data regarding long-term follow-up, thus these study results have not yet led to a change in the indication for utilization.

Treatment Options

Conservative therapy

Lifestyle changes (weight loss, exercise and smoking cessation) and drug therapy are used for secondary prophylactic conservative treatment of ICAS.
For a long time oral coagulants were an important pillar of therapy of ICAS [19], but in 2005 their significance decreased as a result of the large randomized WASID study [20]. Patients in the high-dose acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) group had significantly less severe intracranial hemorrhage and mortality than the Warfarin group, while no significant difference was seen in the combined primary endpoint (ischemic stroke, any intracranial hemorrhage, and vascular death).

Aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid – ASA) continues to be the most prevalent substance in stroke therapy. However, annual ischemic events of 4 – 19 % are reported with ICAS aspirin monotherapy [7, 16, 21]. Doubling inhibition of thrombocyte function is therefore particularly important in the early phase. As a result of the CARESS study of symptomatic carotid stenoses [22] as well as large cardiological studies [23, 24], the randomized Chinese CHANCE study [25] of more than 5000 stroke patients (with mixed etiology) demonstrated that the primary endpoint (any stroke within 90 days) in the group of double thrombocyte inhibition occurred significantly less frequently at the same rate of severe bleeding using the combined therapy of ASA/clopidogrel compared to the ASA monotherapy group. Likewise in the SAMMPRIS study, doubled platelet inhibition with ASA and clopidogrel was used in the conservative arm in the early phase (90 days) and contributed to a lower stroke recurrence rate of 12.2 % (compared to 18 % in WASID). In SAMMPRIS, much stricter risk factor management with lifestyle modification and cholesterol lowering was also applied with high-dose statins.

ASA or clopidogrel resistance is important in the choice of anti-platelet agents, even though there is no reliable evidence. In the CHANCE study, a higher prevalence of clopidogrel resistance was found in the Asian population and in one subgroup analysis this was highly relevant [25]. Clopidogrel is an inactive prodrug that is converted into its active metabolite via CYP2C19. In CHANCE 59 % of 2933 patients were carriers of a loss-of-function allele and in the 90-day follow-up no additional benefit of doubled thrombocyte function inhibitor was observed in these patients. In the group of non-carriers of this allele, a significant reduction of new infarcts to 6.7 % under doubled thrombocyte function inhibitor was observed (compared to 12.4 % under ASA alone).

In the event of clopidogrel resistance, ticagrelor can be used as an alternate preparation since it also acts on the ADP receptor P2Y12, but does not have to be metabolized and therefore does not carry the risk of a non-response [26]. Data from the SOCRATES study did not show the superiority of ticagrelor over aspirin (ischemic stroke using ticagrelor 5.8 % vs. 6.7 % with aspirin) [27]. However, in the subgroup of patients with atherosclerotic, unspecified ipsilateral stenosis, ticagrelor significantly reduced the risk of recurrence, myocardial infarction and death (6.7 % for ticagrelor vs. 9.6 % for aspirin) [28]. The significance for ICAS remains unclear, but the results underline the importance of the stroke mechanism for the choice of secondary prophylaxis. The shorter duration of effectiveness is problematic as well as the requirement of twice daily intake with the risk of a gap should a dose be already forgotten.

Prasugrel may also be used in combination with aspirin if there is clopidogrel resistance; this has been tested in clinical practice in some centers prior to planned endovascular surgery. However, the risk-benefit balance of working with a heterogeneous patient population does not suggest the primary use of the aspirin/prasugrel combination in neurointerventions, so it should also be considered a reserve drug due to the potentially higher bleeding rate [29].

Cilostazole, an anti-inflammatory, anti-atheromatic and vasodilatory phosphodiesterase-3 inhibitor, is currently only used for ICAS in Asia. The substance was tested on Korean patients in the TOSS I and II trials and showed a lower rate of stenosis progression and a higher rate of stenosis regression [30, 31].

Also, the effects of intensified drug therapy (LDL target ≤ 70 mg/dl, HbA1c target ≤ 6.5 %, systolic blood pressure target ≤ 140 mmHg) on ICAS used in SAMMPRIS but not in WASID have also been reported in a smaller study of 50 patients by Leung et al. [32]. In 49 % of patients, intracranial stenosis was slightly decreased with this therapy, 43 % remained stable and only 8 % were progressive.

In summary, conservative treatment of ICAS consists in the adjustment of risk factors through lifestyle-modifying measures as well as in plaque-stabilizing therapy with statins and the reduction of arterio-arterial embolic ischemia by administration of anti-platelet agents, thus double anti-aggregation should be sought in the early phase of the stroke.

Endovascular Treatment

Cerebrovascular anatomy presents a particular challenge due to the highly angulated sections of the vessels, especially in elderly patients with increased elongations and wall calcifications. The formation of extracranial elongations of the carotids and the vertebral arteries varies greatly between individuals; the siphon section of the internal carotid artery and the atlas loop of the vertebral artery make considerable demands on the material even in younger patients. The use of rigid balloons and balloon-mounted stents from cardiology is therefore subject to some limitations in neurovascular procedures. In addition, the lamina muscularis of the cerebral arteries is thinner than that of the coronary arteries. Consequently these vessels are not only more difficult to reach, but are also more vulnerable. Finally, it is important to take into account the perforator arteries emanating from certain sections of the intracranial arteries and whose iatrogenic occlusion by PTA or PTAS represents a specific risk in stenosis treatment.

The selection of PTA balloons and stents is influenced by anatomical criteria of both the access route and the target vessel. General recommendations cannot be made here because, for example, case series of non-randomized studies show no correlation between complication rates and stent type [33]. However, it is generally less risky to use a balloon-mounted stent in the horizontal and straight petrous segment than in the strongly angulated siphon section of the internal carotid artery.

Access is usually transfemoral, in rare cases of occlusion of the iliac arteries or abdominal aorta a transbrachial approach can be used. The procedure for using balloon-mounted and self-expanding stents is fundamentally different.
Balloon and Stent Angioplasty Technique

Single PTA of intracranial stenoses offers the advantage of a defensive, potentially incremental approach and allows imaging control through all modalities, as no artifacts from stent material appear in CT angiography (CTA) or MR angiography (MRA). In addition, using a single balloon usually avoids an exchange maneuver. Smaller case series [34] and personal experience show that primary stent implantation can be avoided, at least in some patients with non-calcified stenoses.

Balloon-mounted and self-expanding stents

Selection of the balloon and stent depends on the length and degree of the stenosis. A balloon-mounted stent can be adapted very accurately to the length of the stenosed vascular section, while with self-expanding stents it should be noted that the radial force at the stent ends is less than in the center of some models, so that an overlap of the section to be treated may be necessary. At the same time, the stent should be as short as possible in order to cover as few branches as possible in the healthy vascular section. Predilation of the stenosis should be performed with an undersized balloon to avoid vascular injuries such as dissections and ruptures. The aim here is not the restoration of the original lumen, but the restoration of sufficient blood flow.

Balloon-mounted stents

When using balloon-mounted stents (Fig. 3), a micro-wire is first passed through the intracranial stenosis. Difficult anatomical conditions may require probing using a micro-catheter, which is then removed using a guide wire. The micro-wire should be placed distal to the stenosis so that the stiffer proximal section provides sufficient support to advance the rigid balloon-mounted stent. If the soft tip of the wire is left only directly distal to the stenosis out of caution, e.g. for anatomical reasons, a backward movement of the wire tip usually occurs at the siphon passage of the stent, the position distal to the stenosis is lost and new probing is necessary.

Once the balloon-mounted stent has been correctly placed over the stenosis, it is preferably expanded to the desired diameter using a manometer. When the balloon is retracted, the tip of the wire will usually make a sudden distal movement, as the extension of the system in the proximal curves will advance the wire. In order to avoid distal perforation, the pressure on the wire must first be relieved so that the balloon can then be removed without jerky wire movements while maintaining a traction/thrust equilibrium.

Self-expanding stents

In contrast, the implantation of self-expanding stents (Fig. 1) requires at least two work steps, since PTA of the stenosis must be performed first. The procedure with a suitable PTA balloon is similar to that described above for the implantation of balloon-mounted stents. After the PTA, a micro-catheter must be inserted for stent delivery. This can be done parallel to the existing wire, which advantageously marks the structures to be probed and secures access to the vessel distal to the stenosis. Usually, however, a guide wire is used primarily for the PTA, through which the micro-catheter can subsequently be exchanged. In addition to the initial probing of the stenosis and the PTA, this maneuver represents a significant intervention risk, since replacement of the PTA balloon and catheter can again lead to movements of the wire tip and thus to distal perforations. Once the micro-catheter has been placed, the stent is released into the stenosis.

In addition to bleeding complications caused by wire perforations, the risks of endovascular treatment include vascular dissections and ruptures, immediate recurrent stenosis (“recoil”), in-stent thrombosis as well as perforator and embolic ischemia [35].

Balloon-mounted vs. Self-expanding Stents

The off-label use of balloon-mounted coronary stents is quite common. Sales of Pharos Vitesse (Codman & Shurtleff, Raynham, Massachusetts, USA) and Channel (Balt, Montmorency, France) balloon-mounted stents approved for neurovascular use were discontinued in Europe in 2013 after approval expired, while the self-expanding Wingspan stent remains available.

The use of self-expanding stents is preferred by some interventionists due to the anatomical conditions in the M1 segment of the middle cerebral artery, while balloon-mounted stents are more common in the posterior circulation in the V4 segment of the vertebral artery and the basilar artery [36] as well as in the intracranial section of the carotid artery [37]. High recurrent stenosis rates of 24–28% speak against the use of self-expanding Enterprise and Wingspan stents [38, 39]. With comparable stent geometry, results with the Neuroform and Atlas stent (Stryker Neurovascular, Fremont, CA, USA) are likely to be more favorable. Due to the high costs associated with poor revenue, studies are just as unlikely as studies of drug-coated devices.

The SAMMPRIS and other studies found a higher rate of symptomatic strokes in the posterior circulation, especially in the basilar artery area [40–43] which could not be traced to the type of stents employed. Rather, a possible explanation for the higher stroke rate is postulated to be the closure of perforators by the atheromatous plaque dislocated and pressed in before the perforator exit during balloon dilatation (so-called “snow plow effect”), which could explain the higher rate of periprocedural ischemic strokes.

Drug-coated Balloons and Stents

Neither drug-coated balloons nor stents have been studied in randomized trials in patients with ICAS. Paclitaxel and sirolimus-coated stents were developed for coronary stenosis and showed improved revascularization rates and less in-stent thrombosis compared to uncoated stents [44, 45]. Both substances have an anti-proliferative mechanism of action that reduces the migration and proliferation of endothelial muscle cells and thus neointimal hyperplasia [46].

Case series demonstrated the technical feasibility and good results regarding angiographic recurrence rates also with respect
to ICAS [47, 48]. In a retrospective comparison, the paclitaxel-coated Elutax DEB (drug-eluting balloon) (Aachen Resonance, Aachen, Germany) even showed a clear superiority over the Wingspan stent with respect to clinical recurrence and angiographic restenosis rate [49]. In a retrospective comparison of two drug-eluting stents (DES), 100 successful procedures showed a low restenosis rate of 3.6 % exclusively after treatment with zotarolimus-coated Resolute Integrity™ (Medtronic Inc., Santa Rosa, CA, USA), and in no single case after treatment using paclitaxel-coated Taxus Element™ (Boston Scientific Corporation, Natick, MA, USA). The periprocedural complication rate was 9.9 % and 3.0 % for permanent disability [50]. Neither drug-coated balloons nor stents have been investigated in randomized trials in patients with ICAS.

Premedication and Aftercare

All patients undergoing elective procedures should be premedicated with doubled thrombocyte factor with ASA and clopidogrel or another ADP receptor antagonist (see above). To rule out clopidogrel resistance, many clinics use thrombocyte function testing prior to stent implantation.

Immediately post-procedure, observation is required in the stroke unit or ICU with arterial pressure measurement and close monitoring of blood pressure to prevent hyperperfusion bleeding.

Following stent implantation, doubled thrombocyte function inhibitor is usually continued for three months, followed by lifelong platelet inhibition monotherapy with ASA.

A single PTA, doubled thrombocyte function inhibitor should be performed for at least one month, since even without stent implantation increased thrombogenicity of the endothelium injured by the angioplasty can initially be assumed. A useful follow-up examination might include, for example, sectional image diagnostic and/or transcranial doppler/duplex sonographic control after three to six months. In this case, the pre-interventional imaging method should be used, as only in this way can a meaningful comparison be made with the initial findings.

Catheter angiographic control should be performed at least once after stent PTA, as most stents cause artifacts in both the CTA and the MRA. Due to significantly their reduced artifacts, Acclino and Credo stents (Acandis, Pforzheim, Germany) can be sufficiently assessed using CT angiography. In the case of asymptomatic recurrent stenoses, MR or CT perfusion helps to assess possible hemodynamic relevance for further planning of therapy and control intervals.

Future Developments

One approach to avoiding perforator infarcts is to under-dimension the PTA balloon with the idea of mitigating the risk of the snow-plow effect; there are no other concepts, thus only identification of high-risk patients can avoid serious complications. Other typical complications, such as peri-interventional bleeding through wire perforations, can be reduced by more experienced interventionalists and technical innovations to avoid double-lumen balloon system switching maneuvers. The authors of the WEAVE register study explain their significantly lower complication rate with the Wingspan system compared to SAMMPRIS by, among other things, the experience of the interventionalists involved, which was the criterion for selecting the participating centers. The NeuroSpeed® double lumen PTA balloon (Acandis, Pforzheim, Germany) offers a technical approach to avoid distal perforations caused by uncontrolled micro-wire movements during changing maneuvers [51]. After the PTA, this enables stent delivery through the lumen originally used for the micro-wire. In this way, the stent can be released during withdrawal from the balloon catheter without further wire manipulation. The version of the NeuroSpeed balloon catheter initially used in the ASSISTENT study [52] together with a self-expanding stent (Credo®, Acandis, Pforzheim, Germany) proved to be easily navigable in the posterior circulation and also suitable for stent release in the...
anterior circulation with less elongated extra- and intracranial progression of the internal carotid artery. The characteristics of the system were unsuitable in difficult anatomical conditions, so that patient inclusion in the study was suspended until the advanced system was available, and was restarted recently.

In the ACUTE study, also initiated by Acandis, the use of the NeuroSpeed balloon with the Credo stent will be used to treat acutely occluded intracranial stenoses following thrombectomy.

Controversies and Statements of the Professional Societies

The somewhat sharp criticism of the SAMMPRIS study was rejected by the study authors [53, 54], and the results of the study had prompted the German Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG) to publish on behalf of the Joint Federal Committee (G-BA) a benefit assessment of stents for the treatment of symptomatic intracranial stenoses (Rapid Report N14–01) [55]. IQWiG stated in this report that “in the overall assessment, there is an indication of harm from stent PTA compared to purely drug treatment”. A critical reaction to this was expressed in two joint commentaries by the Professional Association of Neuroradiologists (BDNR), the German Society for Neuroradiology (DGNR), the German Society for Neurology (DGN) and the German Stroke Society (DSG) [56, 57], which clearly advocated at least two indications for the use of stents for the treatment of intracranial stenosis: in the acute treatment of intracranial vessel occlusion, and in patients under drug therapy with progressive stroke symptoms triggered by high-grade intracranial stenosis. On September 15, 2016, based on the above-mentioned IQWiG report, the Joint Federal Committee decided that the use of stents to treat intracranial vascular stenosis will be largely excluded from reimbursement [58]. The use of stents in patients with acute

Fig. 2 Recurrent symptomatic stenosis of the left middle cerebral artery in the M1 segment with doubled inhibition of thrombocyte function. TOF MR angiography exaggerates the degree of stenosis a and CT angiography b shows a filiform stenosis whose hemodynamic effect confirms CT perfusion c (CBF map shows underperfusion in the left medial canal). The DSA confirms the CTA findings d. PTA is performed with a 2.0/15 mm balloon that is minimally undersized to protect the lenticulostriate perforators and avoid vascular injury e. Implantation of a 3.5/15 mm self-expanding stent from the mediabifurcation to the beginning of the M1 segment g.
vascular occlusion remained unaffected by the exclusion of benefits, based on high-grade intracranial stenosis and in the absence or failure of alternative therapy concepts and in patients with a stenosis level of ≥ 70 %, which after a stenosis-related infarction at least one more infarct was experienced despite subsequent intensive drug therapy. Patients with hemodynamic infarction patterns are not included in the overall Joint Federal Committee assessment as a group unaffected by the exclusion as they were not included in the existing studies. On the other hand, in their statement the professional associations point out that the indication for stent angioplasty can also be a useful and life-saving measure for hemodynamically-relevant vascular constrictions (Fig. 2) [57].

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has also severely restricted the use of the Wingspan stent according to SAMMPRIS and only approved it for patients who meet all of the following 4 criteria [59]:
- 70 – 99 % arteriosclerotic intracranial stenosis with repeated strokes
- Good functional condition with a value of 0 – 3 on the modified Rankin scale
- ≥ 2 strokes under aggressive drug therapy
- Last stroke > 7 days prior to the scheduled stenting

Fig. 3 High-grade recurrent symptomatic hemodynamic stenosis of the distal V4 segment of the right vertebral artery with poststenotic ectasia and occlusion of the contralateral vertebral artery a, b. There is a wash-out phenomenon at the basilaris tip by competing supply via the posterior communicating arteries. The straight course of the stenosed segment allows unhindered navigation and implantation of a balloon-mounted stent (3.5/8 mm) c, d. Subsequent angiography shows a normalization of the flow up to the basilaris tip e; the initial wash-out can no longer be observed due to the improved hemodynamics.
Summary

There is a need for an interdisciplinary, clinically justified indication for the endovascular treatment of intracranial arteriosclerotic stenoses. The results of the clinical studies have shown that the conservative approach with best medical treatment after initial symptomatology is useful. However, negative results of the randomized trials should not lead to patients being deprived of the method when conservative therapy is insufficient. There is a need for further studies to identify subgroups, e.g. those who would benefit from endovascular therapy due to hemodynamic infarction or non-response to intensified drug therapy.

Balloon-mounted and self-expanding stents can be deployed intracranially, and recurrent stenoses can be reduced by using drug-coated balloons and stents. Technical and anatomical limitations lie in the nature of the materials used. In the future, the risk of distal wire perforations due to changing maneuvers could be reduced by using double-lumen balloons. The ASSISTENT and ACUTE studies will investigate the use of Credo stents for intracranial stenoses.
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